
CSC 355 PROJECT 3 CARSENTRATION

GODFREY MUGANDA

The goal of this project is to use WPF to write a version of the memory concen-
tration game demonstrated in class.

At the beginning, the UI will look like this:
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The images on this screen represent a hidden image. As the game is played, matched
pairs are cleared. Cleared images are represented by the car image in outline form.

The main ingredients are the user interface that holds a 4 × 7 grid of 14 images,
with the images in duplicate pairs, a game clock to keep track of how long the
user has been playing, and a timer to keep track of the two second interval during
which the user is allowed to memorize the positions of the two exposed images in
the grid. There will be a status bar at the bottom to display the elapsed time, and
the number of clicks used by the user as the game progresses.

1. Build the User Interface

The game will use a DockPanel with a status bar (WPF StatusBar class) docked
to the bottom, and a horizontal stack panel with 3 buttons, also docked to the
bottom. A Grid will be the last child added to the dock panel, so the grid will fill
the rest of the UI space. You should start by building this user interface. It should
look like this before the images have been added to the grid.

Notice the three buttons that will be used to control the game (we could have used
a menu instead). At first only the button for starting a new game is enabled. Once
the game starts, the other two buttons become enabled.
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2. Add Event Handlers for the three buttons

The event handler for New Game will create a new random configuration for the
14 duplicate images, start the game, and enable the other two buttons. The New
Game handler will also create a Window that displays the cheat sheet, but will not
show this window. Here is what the main window looks like after the game has
been “running” for some time. There is not much to see at this time because there
are no images in the grid.

The event handler for Show Cheat Sheet will show the cheat window, and at the
same time change the text on the button to Hide Cheat Sheet.

The cheat window is just a subclass of window with its WindowStyle property set
to WindowStyle.ToolWindow.

Clicking on the middle button in the main window, which now shows the content
Hide Cheat Sheet, will hide the cheat sheet and revert to the content Show Cheat
Sheet.

You should not allow the user to close the cheat sheet window except by clicking
on the Hide Cheat Sheet button on the main window. You can do this by handling
the window Closing event and canceling it, like this.

// Close window handler

this.Closing += CheatWindow_Closing;

The appropriate handler code is

private void CheatWindow_Closing(object sender,

System.ComponentModel.CancelEventArgs e)

{

MessageBox.Show("Use the main window to hide this cheat cheet.");

e.Cancel = true;

}
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You should put the CheatWindow class in a separate file. Set it up so the construc-
tor takes a random configuration array as a parameter:

namespace ConsoleApp1

{

class CheatWindow : Window

{

public CheatWindow(int[] config)

{

this.Title = "Carsentration Cheat Sheet";

// build a grid here

// Closing event window handler

this.Closing += CheatWindow_Closing;

}

private void CheatWindow_Closing(object sender, CancelEventArgs e)

{

MessageBox.

Show("Use the main window to hide this cheat cheet.");

e.Cancel = true;

}

}

}

3. Confirm The User’s Intent

You must ask the user to confirm the starting of a new game if a game is already
in progress, and also their desire to quit a game in progress. For example,

Google WPF dialog boxes, or visit this link

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dotnet/framework/wpf/

app-development/dialog-boxes-overview

to find out how to use dialog boxes.

4. Set up the Images in the Grid

It is a good idea to make the array of bitmap images, as well as the random
configuration, global. You can do this by making them static members of a class
called Globals like this
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namespace ConsoleApp1

{

class Globals

{

public static BitmapImage[] bitmaps = new BitmapImage[28];

public static int[] randomConfiguration = new int[28];

static Globals() // Static constructor

{

for (int k = 0; k < 28; k++)

{

Uri uri = new Uri("pack://application:,,,/" + "car" + k + ".png");

Globals.bitmaps[k] = new BitmapImage(uri);

}

}

}

}

5. Use a subclass of Image

As discussed in class, you should use a subclass of Image that maintains an index
into the array of bitmap image objects, and has methods for showing, hiding, and
clearing an image. You can use this code

namespace ConsoleApp1

{

enum ImageState {Hidden, Showing, Clear};

class CarImage : Image

{

public static BitmapImage clearBitmap;

public static BitmapImage hiddenBitmap;

// static constructor initializes static variables.

static CarImage()

{

Uri clearUri = new Uri("pack://application:,,,/cleared.png");

Uri hiddenUri = new Uri("pack://application:,,,/hidden.png");

clearBitmap = new BitmapImage(clearUri);

hiddenBitmap = new BitmapImage(hiddenUri);

}

public int BitmapIndex { get; set; } // Index of bitmap when showing

public ImageState ImageState { get; set; }

// constructor

public CarImage()

{

this.BeginInit();

this.Source = CarImage.hiddenBitmap;

this.EndInit();

this.HorizontalAlignment = HorizontalAlignment.Center;

this.VerticalAlignment = VerticalAlignment.Center;
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this.Width = 100;

this.Height = 100;

this.BitmapIndex = 0; // default is car 0

this.ImageState = ImageState.Hidden;

}

public void clear()

{

if (ImageState != ImageState.Showing)

throw new InvalidOperationException

("Cannot clear an image that is not showing.");

ImageState = ImageState.Clear;

this.BeginInit();

this.Source = CarImage.clearBitmap;

this.EndInit();

this.IsEnabled = false;

}

public void show()

{

if (ImageState != ImageState.Hidden)

throw new InvalidOperationException

("Cannot show an image that is not hidden.");

ImageState = ImageState.Showing;

this.BeginInit();

this.Source = Globals.bitmaps[this.BitmapIndex];

this.EndInit();

}

public void hide()

{

if (ImageState != ImageState.Showing)

throw new InvalidOperationException

("Cannot hide an image that is not showing.");

ImageState = ImageState.Hidden;

this.BeginInit();

this.Source = CarImage.hiddenBitmap;

this.EndInit();

}

}

}

Read this code carefully and be sure you understand it in light of our discussions
in lecture, and come see me if you need clarification.

6. Some variables you might need

The majority of the code you write will be in a subclass of Window that builds the
user interface and installs the event handlers. Your class will probably need the
following class fields, which should be self-explanatory in the light of our discussions.
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class CarsentrationWindow : Window

{

// Random number generator

Random randy = new Random();

// Various controls that need to be global

CarImage[] images = new CarImage[28];

TextBlock elapsedTimeTb = new TextBlock();

TextBlock numberOfClicksTb = new TextBlock();

CheatWindow cheatWindow;

Button cheatSheetButton;

Button quitButton;

Button newGameButton;

// Game clock and timer

DispatcherTimer gameClock = new DispatcherTimer();

DispatcherTimer timer = new DispatcherTimer();

// State of the game

CarImage firstImage, secondImage; // The images that are showing.

int numberOfImagesShowing = 0;

int numberOfImagesCleared = 0; // Game ends when this equals 28

// Amount of time elapsed

int days = 0, hours = 0, minutes = 0, seconds = 0;

Boolean gameInProgress = false;

Boolean cheatSheetIsShowing = false;

int numberofClicks = 0;

// Constructor builds UI and sets up event handlers

public CarsentrationWindow()

{

this.Title = "CSC 355 Carsentration";

this.SizeToContent = SizeToContent.WidthAndHeight;

}

}

7. Due Date

This is due Monday of Week 7.


